
Wednesday 3rd June 2020
L.O: To write captions.

Today you will be writing captions for a 
picture from Diary of a killer cat.

The character you will be writing 
captions for today is Tuffy the killer 
cat.



Make sure you include:

What he looks like,

Where he is.

Don’t forget your capital 
letters and full stops in 
your sentences and make 
sure to use your finger 
spaces. 



Here are some examples that I’ve 
written. 

Tuffy the cat has orange fur.
He has sharp teeth.
Tuffy the cat is in the kitchen.



Thursday 4th June 2020
L.O: To write a character description. 

Today you will be writing sentences to form a character description about Tuffy 
the cat. You will only be focusing on his appearance. 

Remember appearance is what the character looks like.
Make sure to include adjectives to describe his face, fur, weight.

orange small sharp

stripy teeth claws

whiskers scary evil 

Key words you 
could include



Here are two pictures of Tuffy the cat to help you. 
Remember your capital letters and full stops. Capital letters are used at the 
beginning of a sentence and also for names. Full stops go at the end of the 
sentence. Also remember your finger spaces between words! 

Here is an example to help you get started. 

Tuffy the cat has orange fur. He has a tiny eyes. His claws are very 
sharp. 

Try to challenge yourself by adding conjunctions such as and, or, 
but.
For example: Tuffy the cat has orange and white fur. He might 
look cute but he has sharp teeth.



Friday 5th June 2020
L.O: To edit and improve my work. 

Today you will be editing your work 
and trying to improve it!



Tuffy the cat has Orange fur. he has green 

eyes. Tuffy the cat looks nice. He has sharp 

teeth. He uses his sharp claws to catch small, 

litl animal 

Capital letter in the 
middle of my 
sentence.

Missing capital letter 
at the beginning of my 
sentence.

Check my spelling of
common exception words.         

No full stop at 
the end of my 
sentence.

Correct your mistakes!



Tuffy the cat has orange and white striped fur. 

He has small, green eyes. Tuffy the cat looks 

cute but he has sharp teeth. He uses his sharp 

claws to catch small, little animals. 

Now that I have edited my work, I want 
to improve it by adding interesting words 
and conjunctions.

Challenge:

You can challenge yourself adding the conjunction ‘because’:

Tuffy the cat looks like a lion because of his orange, fluffy fur.



Tuffy the cat has orange and white striped fur. 

He has small, green eyes. Tuffy the cat looks 

cute but he has sharp teeth. He uses his sharp 

claws to catch small, little animals. 

Now that I have edited my work, I want 
to improve it by adding interesting words 
and conjunctions.

Challenge:

You can challenge yourself adding the conjunction ‘because’

Tuffy the cat looks like a lion because of his orange, fluffy fur.



Check your writing using this checklist. Make sure you have all of these 

features.

Once you are happy with it,

email your edited writing to us at:

learning@wembleyprimary.brent.sch.uk

Don’t forget to include your name and class in your email.

mailto:learning@wembleyprimary.brent.sch.uk

